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ABSTRACT 

Low wind speeds can inhibit passive ventilation and reduce thermal comfort in tropical cities. We use 

both experimental and numerical approaches to investigate pedestrian-level wind speed enhancement with 
void decks (empty spaces at the ground floors) in urban street canyons. Water channel experiments show 

that void decks allow wind to pass through them, thereby enhancing pedestrian-level wind speeds up to 

twofold. Computational fluid dynamics models validated with the experiments were used to conduct two 

parametric studies. The first study varied the void deck height and showed that the wind enhancement 
effects increase with taller void decks, as expected. The second study varied the canyon aspect ratio and 

showed that variations in the canyon aspect ratio had less influence on wind enhancement compared to 

the variations in the void deck height. This is because a void deck induces a secondary vortex, which 
counter-rotates with the vortex driven by the freestream. Increasing the canyon aspect ratio stretches the 

vortices vertically but does not alter the (normalized) flow fields. Our findings reveal the potential of void 

decks to channel wind into street canyons, including narrow (high height-to-width aspect ratio) canyons, 
which suffer from poor ventilation. The enhanced wind speeds are beneficial for pollutant dispersion and 

outdoor thermal comfort in tropical cities. 

Keywords: Void ground floor, Building porosity, Urban street canyon, Water channel experiment, CFD 

simulation 

Highlights  

• Voids at ground floor (void decks) allow winds to flow “through” buildings 

• Void decks enhance pedestrian-level wind speeds in urban street canyons 

• Void decks are equally effective in narrow urban street canyons 

• Wind enhancement effects increase with increasing void deck height 

 

1. Introduction 

 Wind speeds in urban areas are significantly reduced due to blockage effects of buildings and 

other urban structures [1–3]. Such blockage effects are apparent in a wide range of scales, from the street 

level (~100 m) to the regional level (~100 km) [4]. While wind speed reduction may be beneficial in 
temperate climates (e.g., improved outdoor thermal comfort during winter [5]), it has many negative 

consequences in tropical climates. For example, urban areas suffer from the urban heat island (UHI) 

effect, where an urban area is warmer than the surrounding rural area [6,7]. For a given temperature, 

lower wind speeds further reduce outdoor thermal comfort and decrease the convection heat transfer from 
building surfaces to the environment, which could increase the cooling demand for buildings. In addition, 

lower wind speeds inhibit the ability of an urban area to self-ventilate, causing pollutants to be trapped 

[8,9]. Urban areas thus possess much higher levels of pollutant concentration than rural areas, threatening 
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the health of city dwellers [10,11]. These factors lead to the guideline “the more wind the better” for 

tropical cities with weak winds such as Hong Kong [2].  

 Due to its importance to humans’ comfort and safety, wind distribution at the pedestrian level has 

been studied extensively. The pedestrian level is 1-2 m above ground, where city dwellers perform 

outdoor activities, from commuting to socializing. The layout of buildings plays an important role in the 

wind distribution at the pedestrian level. For example, the layout of non-parallel buildings could either 
decrease or increase the pedestrian-level wind speed, depending on the wind direction [12,13]. A cluster 

of buildings arranged in a staggered layout induces different blockage effects compared to buildings 

arranged in an aligned layout [14,15]. Building design features, such as chamfered or rounded corners 
[16,17], roof shape [18–20], and building porosity [21,22], also influence the wind field in the vicinity of 

the buildings. This paper focuses on the potential of building porosity for wind enhancement in tropical 

cities. 

Since blockage effects of buildings cause low pedestrian-level wind speed, it is reasonable to 

reduce the blockage effects by introducing porosity in buildings. Building porosity is not a new concept, 
as it has been incorporated in many designs aimed at enhancing indoor ventilation. Murakami et al. [21] 

summarized the advantages of porous buildings, including enhanced passive ventilation and solar 

shading. Vertical voids, or atria, are commonly adopted in building design, both for ventilation and 
economic purposes [23–25]. However, adopting building porosity for outdoor applications has received 

less attention. This is because outdoor wind enhancement is often considered as undesirable in temperate 

climates, especially during winters. In tropical climates, however, higher wind speeds are preferable 
because thermal discomfort due to low temperatures rarely occurs [26,27]. With many cities emerging in 

the tropics, there is a recent emphasis on adopting building porosity to enhance pedestrian-level wind 

speed.  

 Tsang et al. [28] reported that podia at the ground level obstruct wind and are not recommended 

for areas requiring wind enhancement, while Ng [2] suggested creating voids at the ground level to induce 
wind channeling effect. A parametric study by Yuan and Ng [22] concluded that building porosity at the 

pedestrian level greatly enhances airflow but building porosity at a higher level does not. Mirzaei and 

Haghighat [29] suggested combining horizontal and vertical voids with mechanical fans to enhance 
pedestrian-level wind speed. A series of recent papers [17,30–33] investigated the potential of “lift-up” 

buildings. Xia et al. [30] conducted wind tunnel experiments with lift-up buildings supported on cores 

(pillars). They concluded that lifting up the buildings enhances the surrounding pedestrian-level wind by 

up to 11% for a single building. Using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models validated with the 
experiments in [30], Du et al. [31] reported that the lift-up design is effective for different configurations 

of buildings, especially under oblique wind directions. The wind enhancement could exceed twofold. 

However, lower wind speeds were observed downstream due to a different wake structure induced by the 
lift-up buildings. Tse et al. [32] conducted parametric studies of core height and core planar area in a wind 

tunnel. Both parameters affect the distribution of high wind speed, with the core height having a more 

significant effect than the planar area. The highest wind speed is achieved with the largest core height and 
an intermediate core planar area. Zhang et al. [33] extended the study by varying the building height-to-

width aspect ratio. Tall and slender (large aspect ratio) lift-up buildings create smaller regions of very 

high wind speed, while short and wide (small aspect ratio) lift-up buildings create larger regions of high 

wind speed. Zhang et al. [17] further considered the effects of core height and wind direction. Zooming in 
to the area underneath the lift-up buildings, they concluded that lift-up design is effective for buildings 

with height-to-width aspect ratio between 0.5 and 2.0. Corner modification could improve the 

effectiveness, with the recessed corner performing the best in both normal and oblique wind directions. 

 The aforementioned studies on lift-up buildings concluded that voids at the ground floors enhance 
pedestrian-level wind speeds. All these studies have focused on single buildings. Du et al. [31] showed 

that a lift-up building modifies the downstream wake pattern in an open area (i.e., with no building 
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downstream). What happens if there are buildings downstream, and how will the modified wake pattern 
interact with the downstream buildings? Could building porosity enhance wind speeds in urban street 

canyons? The novelty of our work is found in our answers to these questions. We study a neighborhood-

scale series of voids at ground level, or “void decks” in the colloquial term, which have existed in 

Singapore’s public housing since the late 1960s. Fig. 1(a) shows an example of a public flat with a void 
deck. Void decks serve as public spaces for social activities [34]. Void decks also provide residents 

spaces for cultural events such as weddings and funeral wakes in land-scarce Singapore [35]. However, 

new public flats in Singapore have either much smaller or no void decks [36]. Fig. 1(b) shows an example 
of a new public flat with shops instead of void decks at the ground floor. Social issues aside, “filling” the 

void decks could reduce pedestrian-level wind speed. We attempt to quantify the wind enhancement of 

void decks in urban street canyons with different aspect ratios. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) A void deck of a public flat in Singapore. (b) A new design of a public flat with shops instead of void deck at the 
ground floor. Photographs by the authors. 

We employ both experimental and numerical methods to study flows across idealized urban street 
canyons with void decks. A reference case of canyons without void decks serves as a control case. 

Sections 2 and 3 outline the experimental setup and numerical models. Section 4 discusses the 

experimental results and numerical model validation. Section 5 discusses two parametric studies of void 

deck height and effective canyon aspect ratio. The conclusions are provided in Section 0. 

2. Experimental Setup 

A recirculating water channel in the Hydraulic Engineering Laboratory at the Department of Civil 
and Environmental Engineering, National University of Singapore, was used for all experiments. The 

water channel is 15 m long, 0.6 m tall and 0.6 m wide, with a maximum flow rate of 50 L s-1. A partition 

was installed to reduce the effective width from 0.6 m to 0.3 m to double the flow velocity at the test 
section. The test section measures 3.6 m long, 0.6 m tall and 0.3 m wide. Fig. 2(a) shows the side-view 

sketch of the recirculating water channel. The valve was used to control the flow rate. Flow straighteners 

made with a combination of plastic tubes, wire mesh and honeycombs were arranged at the inlet to 

minimize span-wise and vertical velocities. Two layers of ceramic marbles (1.27 cm diameter, Fig. 2(b)) 
accelerate the flow development so the flow profile at the test section is fully developed. The floodgate 
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controls the water depth. A detailed description of the partition and the flow straighteners is available in 

[37].  

 

Fig. 2. (a) Side view of the recirculating water channel with an adjustable floodgate and a control valve to vary the flow rate and 
water depth. The models of buildings were placed in the middle of the test section. (b) Dimensions of the honeycomb and 
ceramic marbles (top scale in inches, bottom scale in centimeters). (c) Centerlines of canyons 3-6, where the velocity profiles 
were measured. 

The scaled-down model blocks of buildings were made of marine plywood coated with epoxy. 
The models spanned the whole test section width to simulate two-dimensional (2D) canyons. Two cases 

were conducted in the water channel: the reference case and the case with void decks. The reference case 

has seven canyons with height-to-width aspect ratio of 1.0 formed between eight model blocks. All 
canyons were 12 cm tall, 12 cm wide and 30 cm long. The measurements were taken at the centerlines of 

canyons 3-6, as shown in Fig. 2(c). The case with void decks has all model blocks lifted up by 2 cm to 

simulate the void decks, as shown in Fig. 3(a) (only one canyon is shown). The building height, Hb, 
remained at 12 cm and the void deck height, Hvd, was 2 cm. The canyon effective height, Heff = Hb + Hvd, 

was 14 cm and the canyon width, W, was maintained at 12 cm. The model blocks were supported on two 

L-shape aluminum bars fixed to the sidewalls of the test section, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The aluminum 

bars were 2 mm thick, much smaller than the width of the test section, so they were not disruptive to the 
flow. Similar to the reference case, the measurements were taken at the centerlines of canyons 3-6. The 

water depths were 40 cm = 3.3Heff and 42 cm = 3.0Heff for the reference case and the case with void 

decks, respectively. The corresponding Froude numbers based on the water depths and freestream 
velocities were 0.26 and 0.25, which have been verified to be sufficiently small to neglect the free surface 

effect [38].  
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Fig. 3. (a) A street canyon with effective height Heff and width W formed between two building models with building height Hb 
and void deck height Hvd. (b) Cross section across plane A-A viewed in the flow direction (into the page) showing the building 
model block spans the whole test section width and is bounded by two side walls. The two L-shaped aluminum bars support the 
lifted model block to simulate void decks. 

Acoustic Doppler Velocimeters (ADV, Vectrino by Nortek AS), were used throughout the 

experiments to measure all three velocity components (stream-wise, vertical, and span-wise). The 
accuracy is ±0.5% of measured value ±1 mm s-1. The ADV were mounted on metal frames with 

adjustable vertical position. The measurement frequency was 50 Hz and the measurement period was 60 

s, which have been verified to be sufficient to obtain both the mean velocities and turbulence [39]. To 
check for repeatability of the experimental setup, three sets of measurements were collected for the 

reference case on three separate days. The three runs produced negligibly small run-to-run standard 

deviations: 0.001 m s-1 for the mean velocities and 0.0005 m s-1 for the velocity fluctuations, confirming 

the repeatability of the experimental setup.  

3. Numerical Models 

 Twelve cases of CFD simulations were conducted, with the parameters Hb, Hvd, Heff, W, and 
Heff/W (see Fig. 3(a) for the nomenclature) listed in Table 1. Case 1 and Case 2 are direct replicates of the 

reference case and the case with void decks in the water channel experiments. Both have the same 

dimensions as the corresponding experimental cases and were used for CFD model validations. Due to the 
limited test section length in the water channel, we could only fit seven canyons in the experiments. The 

CFD models do not have this constraint, so we repeated Case 2 by increasing the number of canyons to 

15 (namely Case 3). This allows us to study a longer array of canyons with void decks. Cases 4-12 are 

models simulating full-scale canyons. Case 4 is Case 1 scaled up by 200 times (and with eight additional 
canyons) to simulate full-scale reference canyons. Case 5 is Case 3 scaled up by 200 times to simulate 

full-scale canyons with void decks. Cases 5-12 are parametric studies of full-scale canyons: Cases 5-9 

vary Hvd while holding Hb and W constant to study the effects of the void deck height, whereas Case 5 and 
Cases 10-12 vary Hb while holding Hvd and W constant to study the effects of building height and the 

effective canyon aspect ratio (see Table 1). The reduced-scale Cases 1-3 used the properties of water (to 

match the experiments), while the full-scale Cases 4-12 used the properties of air. 

The CFD models were constructed with ANSYS DesignModeler and meshed with ANSYS 

Meshing, both in the ANSYS Workbench package 17.2 [40]. The size of the CFD domains followed the 
recommendations in Franke et al. [41]: the inlet was 5Heff upstream of the first building model, the top 

surface was 6Heff from the ground, and the outlet was 15Heff downstream from the last building model. 

The span-wise length was W with a periodic boundary condition in the span-wise surfaces to simulate 
infinitely long canyons [42–44]. Fig. 4 shows the mesh of the CFD model for Case 2. Inside the canyons 

and the void decks, the models were meshed with uniform grids of grid size W/60. The mesh was 

coarsened above the canyons, upstream of the first building, and downstream of the last building. The 
maximum grid expansion ratio was 1.2. The span-wise direction had 25 uniform grids. All grids were 

perfectly orthogonal with zero skewness. A mesh sensitivity test (provided in the Appendix) was 

conducted to justify that the mesh resolution is sufficiently high. 
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Table 1. The building height (Hb), void deck height (Hvd), effective canyon height (Heff), canyon width (W), and effective canyon 
aspect ratio (Heff/W) of the twelve simulated cases. 

Case Hb (m) Hvd (m) Heff (m) W (m) Heff/W No. of canyons 

1 0.12 0 0.12 0.12 1.00 7 

2 0.12 0.02 0.14 0.12 1.17 7 

3 0.12 0.02 0.14 0.12 1.17 15 

4 24 0 24 24 1.00 15 

5 24 4 28 24 1.17 15 

6 24 2 26 24 1.08 15 

7 24 3 27 24 1.13 15 

8 24 5 29 24 1.21 15 

9 24 6 30 24 1.25 15 

10 30 4 34 24 1.42 15 

11 36 4 40 24 1.67 15 

12 42 4 46 24 1.92 15 

 

 

Fig. 4. Mesh of the computational fluid dynamics domain. (a) Side view of the central plane (only the first building and canyon 
shown) showing uniform mesh in the canyon and coarsened mesh upstream and above the first building. (b) 3D view (only the 
second canyon shown) showing uniform mesh in the span-wise direction.  

The boundary conditions were as follows. The top surface had zero normal velocity and zero 

gradient for stream-wise velocity (equivalent to the symmetry boundary condition). All walls (leeward 

walls, windward walls, roofs, grounds) had a no-slip boundary condition. The outlet surface had a zero-

gradient boundary condition. For the inlet surface, we used the set of atmospheric inlet boundary 
conditions [45], where the inlet velocity (U), turbulence kinetic energy (tke), and turbulence dissipation 

rate (ε) are given in Eqs. (1)-(3) below: 

𝑈 =
𝑈∗

𝜅
ln(

𝑧 + 𝑧0
𝑧0

) (1) 

𝑡𝑘𝑒 =
𝑈∗
2

√𝐶𝜇
 

(2) 
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𝜀 =
𝑈∗
3

𝜅(𝑧 + 𝑧0)
 

(3) 

Here 𝑈∗ is the friction velocity given in Eq. (4) below, κ the von Karman’s constant (= 0.41), z the 

vertical distance from the ground, z0 the surface roughness height, and 𝐶𝜇  a constant (= 0.09). 

𝑈∗ = 𝜅
𝑈(𝑧 = 𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓)

ln (
𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑧0

𝑧0
)

 
(4) 

Eqs. (1) and (4) can be simplified as a dimensionless velocity profile: 

𝑈

𝑈(𝑧 = 𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓)
=

ln (
𝑧 + 𝑧0
𝑧0

)

ln (
𝑧𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝑧0

𝑧0
)

 

(5) 

The freestream profile measured at the test section without the building models in the water channel was 
used to calibrate z0 and zref. Eq. (5) best matched the experimental profile with z0 = 0.0002 m and zref = 

0.14 m. Therefore, Cases 1-3 had z0 = 0.0002 m and zref = 0.14 m. U(z = zref) was set at 0.41 m s-1 to match 

the Reynolds number in the water channel experiments. For the full-scale simulations, since the water 

channel experiments were scaled down by 1:200, Cases 4-12 had z0 = 0.04 m and zref = 28 m (both scaled 
up by 200 times). Note that z0 = 0.04 m corresponds to open terrain in the updated Davenport-Wieringa 

classification [46]. U(z = zref) for the full-scale cases was set at 2 m s-1, as field measurements have found 

that a threshold wind speed of 1.5 to 2 m s-1 is needed to sustain the in-canyon vortices [47,48].  

 The open-source, finite volume solver Open Field Operation and Manipulation (OpenFOAM) 
version 3.0.1 [49] was used for all CFD simulations. All simulations were run in the Linux platform 

(Ubuntu 15.10) in a Dell Workstation (Precision Tower 7910) with 48 processors. Forty-four processors 

were used for each run. The built-in steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver, 

"simpleFOAM," was used with the SIMPLE (Semi-Implicit Method for Pressure Linked Equations) 
pressure-velocity coupling and k-ε turbulence closure. The three most commonly used k-ε closure 

schemes are the standard k-ε, Re-Normalization Group (RNG) k-ε, and realizable k-ε. Hang et al. [50] 

compared the standard k-ε and the RNG k-ε simulations to their wind tunnel experiments and found that 
the former agreed better with experiments. We tested the standard k-ε and realizable k-ε schemes and 

found that the former agreed better with our experimental results. Therefore, the standard k-ε was chosen 

for this study. Second order Gaussian integration with linear interpolation was used for all gradient and 

divergence schemes. All Laplacian schemes were based on Gaussian integration with linear interpolation 
and non-orthogonal correction. The standard wall function was employed to reduce computational cost by 

allowing a coarser mesh. The tolerance of residuals was set at 10-5 for all parameters, and iterations were 

continued until all residuals stopped decreasing with further iterations [51]. The simulation results were 

post-processed with the open-source software ParaView version 5.3.0 [52].  

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Reference Case 

  In the water channel experiment, the reference case has seven canyons with aspect ratio of 1.0. 

The velocity profiles of the centerlines of canyons 3-6 were measured (see Fig. 2(c)). Canyons 1 and 2 

were not measured, because they were in the “isolated roughness” regime [53]. We are interested in the 
“urban roughness” regime [53], which represents wind flows across urban areas. The vertical distance 

from the ground, z, is normalized by the effective canyon height, Heff. For the experimental results, u is 

the time-averaged stream-wise velocity, w is the time-averaged vertical velocity and tke = 
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0.5(u’2+v’2+w’2) is the time-averaged turbulence kinetic energy, where u’, v’, and w’ are the root-mean-
square stream-wise, span-wise, and vertical velocity fluctuations, respectively. The time-averaged span-

wise velocity, v, was zero (not shown) due to span-wise symmetry. For the simulation results, u, w, and 

tke were extracted directly from the steady-state solutions. All profiles were normalized by Uref, which is 

a reference velocity 2Heff above the canyon ground, as recommended in the literature [54,55]. The 
velocity profiles of canyons 3, 5 and 6 are not shown, since they are similar to the profiles of canyon 4. 

This similarity is expected, since canyons 3-6 were in the same flow regime. 

 The results are plotted in Fig. 5. We first compare our experimental results (black circles) to the 

water channel experiment in Li et al. [54] (blue crosses) in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b). In our experiments, we 
used ADV, which is an intrusive measuring device, while they used Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV), 

which is non-intrusive. The profiles of u/Uref and w/Uref from our ADV measurements are consistent with 

their LDV measurements, confirming that the ADV probes in our experiments did not disrupt the flows. 

 

Fig. 5. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles at canyon 4 comparing experimental and CFD results for the reference case. (a) 
Mean stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity, and (c) turbulence kinetic energy. “Li et al.” represents water channel 
experiments from [54], while “Experiment” represents our water channel experimental data. “Exp-scale CFD” and “Full-scale 
CFD” are CFD simulations at experimental scale and at full scale, corresponding to Case 1 and Case 4 in Table 1. 

 Next, we validate the CFD simulations at reduced scale (Case 1 in Table 1) and at full scale (Case 

4 in Table 1). In Case 1, Heff and the Reynolds number were 12 cm and 62,000. In Case 4, Heff was scaled 

up by 200 times to 24 m, with a corresponding Reynolds number of 4.3×106. Fig. 5(a) shows that the 

CFD simulations at both scales predict similar u/Uref profiles, which agree well with the experiments. The 
u/Uref profiles do not change by increasing the Reynolds number from 12,000 (Li et al. [54]) to 62,000 

(our water channel experiment) and further to 4.3×106 (the full-scale CFD simulation), confirming that 

the experiments are Reynolds number independent. This is consistent with the Reynolds number 
independence criterion adopted in the literature, where the flows across canyons with unit aspect ratio are 

fully turbulent when the Reynolds numbers exceed 10,000 [53,56,57].  

Fig. 5(b) shows that the CFD simulations at both scales predicted similar w/Uref profiles. 

Compared to the experiments, w/Uref was under-predicted by the CFD simulations. Ai and Mak [58] 

observed zero w/Uref in their RANS simulation, too. They attributed the zero w/Uref to the time-averaged 
treatment of velocity (steady state) in RANS, which cancels out fluctuating vertical velocity. However, 

(unsteady) large eddy simulations validated with the same experiment in Li et al. [54] also under-

predicted w/Uref [43,59], suggesting that this is not caused by the steady flow assumption in RANS. Li et 
al. [43] explained that the non-zero w/Uref observed in the experiments was due to a vortex core that has 
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shifted downstream from the middle canyon axis. Nevertheless, w/Uref is unimportant compared to u/Uref 
for pedestrian-level winds, so this under-prediction of w/Uref does not affect the conclusion of this study. 

For the normalized tke, Fig. 5(c) shows that the CFD simulations predicted the tke inside the canyon well, 

but over-predicted the tke above the roof level. This is due to low freestream tke in the water channel 

experiment, whereas a higher tke (calculated by Eq. (2)) was prescribed at the inlet of the CFD models. 

The tke profile given by Eq. (2) is more realistic, as it represents the turbulence in the atmospheric flow.  

4.2 Canyons with Void Decks 

 This section discusses the results for the cases with void decks. In the water channel experiment, 

all model blocks were lifted up by 2 cm to simulate the void decks with Hvd = 2 cm. Hb remained at 12 

cm, so Heff was 14 cm. W remained at 12 cm (see Fig. 3). Fig. 6 shows the normalized stream-wise 
velocity profiles measured at canyons 3-6 in the water channel experiment with Reynolds number 72,000. 

The corresponding CFD simulation replicating the water channel experiment (Case 2 in Table 1) is 

overlaid as solid lines. Since our focus is on the pedestrian-level wind speed, the inset in Fig. 6 zooms in 

to the near-ground level between z/Heff = 0 and z/Heff = 0.25. The inset shows that canyon 3 has the 
highest near-ground u/Uref, up to 0.5. This means that the near-ground wind speed in canyon 3 is up to 50 

percent of the freestream wind speed. Canyon 4 has a lower u/Uref, up to 0.4. The downstream canyons 5 

and 6 have lower u/Uref than canyon 4. The trend is clear: the void decks allow wind to flow through 
them, but the magnitude of wind speed decreases downstream. The CFD simulations show good 

agreement with the experiment and predict both the enhanced near-ground velocity and the trend of 

decreasing velocity with downstream canyons.  

 

Fig. 6. Normalized mean stream-wise velocity profiles at canyons 3-6 comparing experimental and CFD results for the case with 

void decks. The inset zooms in to show the trend of near-ground velocity. 

 The experimental setup with opaque sidewalls did not allow flow visualization. The validated 

CFD simulations of Case 1 and Case 2 complement the experiments by providing the flow fields. Fig. 7 
shows the normalized velocity magnitude contours and vectors at the middle plane of canyons 3-6. Fig. 

7(a) shows that in the reference Case 1, all canyons have a similar flow pattern, where a clockwise-

rotating vortex is observed in each canyon. Near the ground, the maximum normalized velocity 
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magnitude, Umag/Uref, is about 0.28. On the other hand, Fig. 7(b) shows that in Case 2 with void decks, the 
flow fields in canyons 3-6 are different, especially near the ground level. Canyon 3 has the largest near-

ground Umag/Uref up to 0.5. Near the windward wall, a portion of the near-ground stream-wise flow leaks 

and turns into vertical flow, driving a counter-clockwise vortex. This leakage reduces the stream-wise 

momentum into the downstream void deck. In canyon 4, a similar phenomenon is observed, where a 
portion of the stream-wise flow turns into vertical flow near the windward wall. Due to the weaker near-

ground flow in canyon 4 (compared to that of canyon 3), the counter-clockwise vortex induced by the 

near-ground flow shrinks, while the clockwise vortex induced by the freestream grows. In canyon 5, the 
top clockwise vortex has grown larger than the bottom counter-clockwise vortex. The near-ground 

Umag/Uref in canyon 5 is smaller than that in canyon 4. The reduction of Umag/Uref continues in the 

downstream canyon 6. In canyon 6, the top clockwise vortex continues to grow while the bottom counter-
clockwise vortex almost disappears, and the near-ground Umag/Uref is weaker than that of canyon 5. To 

summarize, Fig. 7 shows that the void decks allow wind to pass through them, but the wind speed reduces 

when the wind travels downstream. Two vortices exist in each canyon. The top vortex driven by the 

freestream grows, while the bottom vortex driven by the near-ground flow shrinks with downstream 

canyons. 

 

Fig. 7. Normalized velocity magnitude contours and vectors of canyons 3-6 from simulations of (a) reference Case 1 and (b) Case 
2 with void decks. 

 Fig. 7(b) shows that the near-ground velocity reduces while traveling to downstream canyons. 
Could the near-ground velocity reduce to zero downstream of canyon 6? To answer this question, we 

extended the CFD domain to consist of 15 canyons (Case 3 in Table 1). In addition, to confirm that the 

reduced-scale experimental results are applicable at full scale, Case 5 replicated Case 3 with the length 
scales in all three dimensions scaled up by 200 times, so Hvd = 4 m and Heff = 28 m. The Reynolds 

numbers based on Heff are 72,000 for Case 2 and 5.2×106 for Case 5. Fig. 8 plots the profiles at the 

centerline of canyon 4. Fig. 8(a) shows that at reduced scale, the profiles of Case 2 (green line) and Case 
3 (red dashed line) are identical, confirming that extending the simulation domain from seven canyons to 

15 canyons did not affect u/Uref profiles. Next, comparing both simulations with 15 canyons in Fig. 8(a), 

the u/Uref profiles at reduced scale (red dashed lines) and full scale (black dotted lines) are similar. This 

means that increasing the Reynolds number from 72,000 to 5.2×106 does not affect the results. In other 
words, the reduced-scale experiment and CFD simulations are Reynolds number independent. For w/Uref, 

Fig. 8(b) shows w/Uref profiles are similar for all three simulated cases. For the normalized tke, Fig. 8(c) 
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shows similar profiles for all three simulated cases, too. To summarize, both extending the CFD 
simulation domain to include more canyons and scaling up the canyons to full scale do not affect the 

results. We are now ready to use the validated full-scale CFD models with 15 canyons to perform two 

parametric studies, which will be discussed in the next section. 

 

Fig. 8. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles at canyon 4 comparing experimental and CFD results for the cases with void 
decks. (a) Mean stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity, and (c) turbulence kinetic energy. “Experiment” represents our 
water channel experimental data. “Exp-scale CFD-7” and “Exp-scale CFD-15” represent experimental-scale CFD simulations 
with seven canyons and 15 canyons (Case 2 and Case 3 in Table 1). “Full-scale CFD-15” represents full-scale CFD simulation 

with 15 canyons (Case 5 in Table 1). 

5. Parametric Study 

 Two parametric studies at full scale were conducted. The first study with Cases 5-9 varied Hvd 

while holding Hb and W constant to study the effects of void deck height on pedestrian-level wind speed. 
The second study with Case 5 and Cases 10-12 varied Hb while holding Hvd and W constant to study the 

effects of building height and effective canyon aspect ratio. From Fig. 8, u/Uref is much larger than w/Uref, 

therefore we compare only u/Uref for these parametric studies. Similar to the reference case, we exclude 

canyons 1 and 2, since they are in a different flow regime. We also exclude canyon 15, since it is the last 

canyon in the domain. 

5.1 Effects of Void Deck Height 

 We conducted five full-scale simulations with a fixed Hb = 24 m while varying Hvd from 2 m to 6 

m with an interval of 1 m. This corresponds to Cases 5-9 in Table 1. Fig. 9 compares u/Uref with different 

void deck heights at canyons 3 to 14. The u/Uref profiles above the roof level are similar for all five cases 

and are not shown.  

We will first look at Case 6 with 2 m void decks. Fig. 9(a) shows that at canyon 3, the near-

ground wind is positive with a maximum u/Uref of 0.33. Fig. 9(b) shows that at canyon 4, the near-ground 

wind is still positive but with a smaller maximum u/Uref of 0.12. Downstream at canyon 5, Fig. 9(c) shows 

that the u/Uref profile is different from the profiles in canyons 3 and 4. The sign of near-ground u/Uref in 
canyon 5 has changed to negative, and the magnitude increases to 0.25. Downstream at canyon 6, Fig. 

9(d) shows that the u/Uref profile is similar to the profile at canyon 5. To visualize this transition from 

positive to negative u/Uref and the change in u/Uref magnitude, we plot the normalized velocity magnitude 
contours and vectors for canyons 3-6 in Fig. 10(a). Fig. 10(a) shows that the void deck upstream of 

canyon 3 channels high-speed near-ground flow into canyon 3. This flow pattern in canyon 3 is similar to 
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that shown in Fig. 7(b). However, at canyon 4, the flow pattern has changed significantly, where the flow 
exiting the upstream void deck turns into vertical flow. This is due to the opposing flow induced by the 

clockwise vortex, which is driven by the freestream. Near the ground, the clockwise vortex induces 

negative stream-wise flow and opposes the positive stream-wise flow exiting from the upstream void 

deck. The “collision” of two flows with similar strength results in the loss of stream-wise momentum in 
both flows. At canyons 5 and 6, the flow is analogous to the flow without void decks with a large 

clockwise vortex (see Fig. 7(a)), indicating that the effect of void decks has become negligible. This flow 

pattern with negative near-ground u/Uref in canyons 5 and 6 is also observed in downstream canyons 7-14, 
as plotted in Fig. 9(e)-(l). To summarize the result of Case 6 with 2 m void decks, the near-ground wind 

speed enhancement is observed only upstream of canyon 4. At canyon 4, the transition to the reference 

canyon flow (i.e., without void decks) occurs. Downstream of canyon 4, the flow is analogous to the flow 

in the reference case.  

 

Fig. 9. Normalized mean stream-wise velocity at the centerlines of (a) canyon 3, (b) canyon 4, (c) canyon 5, (d) canyon 6, (e) 
canyon 7, (f) canyon 8, (g) canyon 9, (h) canyon 10, (i) canyon 11, (j) canyon 12, (k) canyon 13, and (l) canyon 14. The legend 
indicates the void deck height (Hvd). For example, “2 m” represents the case with Hvd = 2 m. 
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Fig. 10. Normalized velocity magnitude contours and vectors of (a) canyons 3-6 for Case 6 with 2 m void decks, (b) canyons 6-9 
for Case 7 with 3 m void decks, and (c) canyons 9-12 for Case 5 with 4 m void decks. 

Next, we will look at Case 7 with 3 m void decks. A similar transition to that observed in Case 6 

with 2 m void decks is also observed for Case 7. Fig. 9(f) shows that for Case 7, u/Uref changes sign at 
canyon 8, indicating that the transition occurs at this canyon. The normalized velocity magnitude contours 

and vectors for canyons 6-9 in Fig. 10(b) confirm that the transition occurs at canyon 8. Similarly, for 

Case 5 with 4 m void decks, a transition is also observed. Fig. 9(h) shows that for Case 5, u/Uref changes 
sign at canyon 10, indicating the transition. The corresponding normalized velocity magnitude contours 

and vectors for canyons 9-12 are shown in Fig. 10(c). For Case 8 with 5 m void decks, no such transition 

is observed but the profile in Fig. 9(l) suggests that the transition is imminent at canyon 14. For Case 9 

with 6 m void decks, no such transition is observed. 

We have discussed how the near-ground flows weaken at downstream canyons and eventually 
trigger the transition to the reference canyon flow. We will now quantify the wind speed enhancement 

with respect to the reference case without void decks. From Fig. 5(a), the maximum near-ground u/Uref is 

-0.28 for the reference case without void decks. Since only the wind speed is important but not the wind 
direction, we can drop the negative sign and take the magnitude of u/Uref = 0.28 for the reference case. 

From Fig. 9(a), all five cases with void decks show positive near-ground u/Uref at canyon 3. Case 6 with 2 

m void decks has the smallest maximum u/Uref of 0.33. This means that at canyon 3, the maximum u/Uref 

is increased from 0.28 to 0.33 by introducing the 2 m void decks. By defining the enhancement as the 
wind speed ratio of the case with void decks to that of the reference case, the wind speed ratio is 0.33/0.28 

= 1.2. Among the five cases in Fig. 9(a), Case 9 with 6 m void decks has the largest maximum u/Uref of 

0.60, or a wind speed ratio of 0.60/0.28 = 2.1. Cases 7, 5, and 8 with 3 m, 4 m, and 5 m void decks have 
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maximum near-ground u/Uref of 0.45, 0.52, and 0.56, or wind speed ratios of 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0, 

respectively. 

Fig. 11 plots the wind speed ratios for Cases 5-9 at canyons 3-14. As discussed, at canyon 3, the 

canyons with 2 m, 3 m, 4 m, 5 m, and 6 m void decks have wind speed ratios of 1.2, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, and 2.1, 

respectively, which are plotted at the y-axis in Fig. 11. A similar method is used to estimate the wind 

speed ratios at canyons 4-14. At canyon 4, all canyons observe a drop in wind speed ratios compared to 
canyon 3. All cases have wind speed ratios larger than 1, except Case 6 with 2 m void decks. A wind 

speed ratio smaller than 1 means the void decks reduce the near-ground wind speeds relative to the 

reference case without void decks. At canyon 5, the wind speed ratio in Case 6 recovers to 0.9 after the 
transition, and stays constant at downstream canyons 6-14. This means that after the transition, the 2 m 

void decks reduce the near-ground wind speed by about 10 percent relative to the reference canyon.  

For Case 7 with 3 m void decks, the transition occurs at canyon 7, as shown in Fig. 10(b). 

However, the wind speed ratio first drops below 1.0 at canyon 6, indicating that the transition need not 

happen at the canyon where the wind speed ratio drops below 1.0. Similarly, for Case 5 with 4 m void 
decks, Fig. 10(c) shows the transition occurs at canyon 10, while Fig. 11 shows the wind speed ratio first 

drops below 1.0 at canyon 9. For Case 8 with 5 m void decks, the wind speed ratio first drops below 1.0 

at canyon 11, but Fig. 9(j) and Fig. 9(k) show no transition at the downstream canyons 12 and 13, while 
Fig. 9(l) shows that the onset of transition is at canyon 14. No transition is observed for Case 9 with 6 m 

void decks, and the wind speed ratio is higher than 1 even at the last canyon 14. 

Another observation is that after the transition, the wind speed ratio is lower with taller void 

decks. Comparing the 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m tall void decks, the wind speed ratios after the recovery from the 
transition are about 0.9, 0.7, and 0.5, respectively. In other words, although taller void decks have higher 

wind speed ratios prior to the transition, the wind speed ratios after the transition are lower. Since our goal 

is to enhance near-ground wind speed, we aim to avoid the transition. Provided we know the number of 

canyons in an array, an optimum Hvd can be selected based on Fig. 11. For example, in an array with eight 

canyons, Hvd = 4 m is sufficient to ensure all canyons have wind speed ratio larger than 1.0. 
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Fig. 11. The wind speed ratio (the ratio of maximum near-ground wind speeds for the cases with void decks to that of the 
reference case) at canyons 3-14. The legend indicates the void deck height (Hvd). For example, “2 m” represents the case with Hvd 
= 2 m. 

To summarize, three key observations can be inferred from Fig. 11 for this parametric study. 

First, prior to the transition, increasing Hvd while holding Hb constant increases the wind speed ratio and 
delays the transition to downstream canyons. Second, prior to the transition, the wind speed ratio 

decreases almost linearly with downstream canyons. Third, the wind speed ratio is smaller than 1.0 after 

recovering from the transition, meaning that the near-ground wind speed is higher without the void decks 

after the transition. 

5.2 Effects of building height 

 For the second parametric study, four values of Hb at 24 m, 30 m, 36 m, and 42 m were 

simulated, while Hvd was fixed at 4 m and W was fixed at 24 m. The effective canyon aspect ratios, 

Heff/W, ranged between 1.17 and 1.92.  These cases correspond to Case 5 and Cases 10-12 in Table 1. Fig. 

12 compares u/Uref at canyons 3-14 for the four cases with different Hb. The u/Uref profiles above the roof 
level are similar for all four cases and are not shown. At canyon 3, Fig. 12(a) shows that all four cases 

have similar u/Uref profiles and maximum u/Uref. At canyon 4, Fig. 12(b) shows that the maximum u/Uref 

in all four cases has decreased compared to those in canyon 3, as expected. However, the magnitude of 
decrease is slightly different: the larger the Hb, the larger the magnitude of decrease. Case 5 with 24 m Hb 

has the largest maximum u/Uref, while Case 12 with 42 m Hb has the smallest maximum u/Uref. At 

canyons 5-8, Fig. 12(c)-(f) show the same trend, where the larger the Hb, the smaller the maximum u/Uref. 
At canyon 9, Fig. 12(g) shows Case 5 with 24 m Hb has a smaller u/Uref than Case 10 with 30 m Hb. This 

is because the transition occurs at canyon 10 for Case 5, as shown in Fig. 12(h). Fig. 12(i) shows the 

transition for Case 10 with 30 m Hb occurs at canyon 11, while Fig. 12(j) shows the transitions for Case 

11 with 36 m Hb and Case 12 with 42 m Hb occur at canyon 12. After the transition, all four cases have 

similar profiles, as indicated in Fig. 12(k) and Fig. 12(l). 
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Fig. 12. Normalized mean stream-wise velocity at the centerlines of (a) canyon 3, (b) canyon 4, (c) canyon 5, (d) canyon 6, (e) 
canyon 7, (f) canyon 8, (g) canyon 9, (h) canyon 10, (i) canyon 11, (j) canyon 12, (k) canyon 13, and (l) canyon 14. The legend 
indicates the height of building (Hb). For example, “24 m” represents the case with Hb = 24 m. 

From Fig. 12(a)-(g), increasing Hb (or equivalently, increasing Heff/W) while maintaining Hvd and 
W does not significantly change the flow pattern and near-ground u/Uref prior to the transition. This is 

somewhat unexpected, as it is generally understood that the canyon aspect ratio has a strong influence on 

the in-canyon flow field [38,57,60]. Why does the flow field not depend (or at most, depends weakly) on 

Heff/W when the canyons have void decks? To answer this question, we shall refer to Fig. 13. Fig. 13 (a)-
(d) shows the velocity contours and vectors at canyons 3-6 with Hb of 24 m, 30 m, 36 m, and 42 m. The 

corresponding Heff/W are 1.17, 1.42, 1.67, and 1.92. Regardless of Heff/W, all four cases observe two 

counter-rotating vortices in each canyon. The top vortex is driven by the freestream, while the bottom 
vortex is driven by the near-ground flow from the upstream void deck. Since there are two driving forces 

(compared to only one in canyons without void decks), there are two in-canyon vortices in all cases. 

Increasing Hb stretches the vortices in the vertical direction, but after normalizing with Heff, the flow 
patterns in each canyon are self-similar, which explains the similarity of profiles in Fig. 12(a)-(g). To 

summarize this parametric study, near-ground u/Uref is insensitive to Heff/W, since there are two counter-
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rotating vortices in the canyons. Increasing Heff/W only stretches the vortices vertically with less effects 
on near-ground u/Uref. This means that void decks are equally effective in channeling atmospheric wind 

into narrow canyons with large aspect ratio, which inherently suffer from poor self-ventilation. 

 

Fig. 13. Normalized velocity magnitude contours and vectors of canyons 3-6 for cases with building heights of (a) 24 m, (b) 30 
m, (c) 36 m, and (d) 42 m. All cases have a fixed void deck height of 4 m. 
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6. Conclusions 

 Water channel experiments were conducted to study pedestrian-level wind speed enhancement 
with void decks (voids at the ground floor of buildings, see Fig. 1(a)). In 2D idealized street canyons with 

unit aspect ratio, the experimental results show that void decks can double pedestrian-level wind speed 

compared to that in reference canyons without void decks. The experimental results were used to validate 

computational fluid dynamics models that were then extended to full-scale street canyons in a novel study 
of the impact of void deck height and building height on airflow in an array of buildings representing 

residential developments. A summary of key observations is given below: 

• The void decks allow wind to flow through them, thereby enhancing near-ground wind speed 

compared to the reference canyons without void decks. The wind enhancement effects decrease 

downstream with the weakening of the near-ground wind. 

• When the near-ground wind exiting a void deck becomes sufficiently weak, the transition to the 
reference canyon flow is observed. Downstream of the canyon where the transition occurs, near-

ground wind speeds in canyons with void decks are lower than those in the reference canyons. 

• Increasing the height of the void decks while keeping the building height constant increases the 

wind enhancement factors and has a strong effect in delaying the transition. 

• Increasing the building height while keeping the height of void decks constant slightly reduces 
the wind enhancement factors prior to the transition and has a weak effect in delaying the 

transition. 

From the above observations, we have shown that void decks are an effective architectural feature 

to enhance pedestrian-level wind speeds in urban street canyons. A void deck height of 4 m is sufficient 

to enhance near-ground wind speeds in an array of fewer than eight canyons. The effective canyon aspect 
ratio does not affect the flow field prior to transition, meaning that void decks are equally effective in 

large aspect ratio canyons. Therefore, void decks are useful to channel atmospheric wind into urban street 

canyons, including narrow canyons with large aspect ratios. Our findings highlight that existing void 
decks should not be removed, and buildings in tropical cities could incorporate void decks for pedestrian-

level wind enhancement in urban street canyons.   
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Appendix 

 Fig. 14 compares the velocity and tke profiles of Case 1 from the CFD models with three mesh 

resolutions. The coarse, normal, and fine mesh models have 0.4 million, 1.6 million, and 5.7 million 

grids, respectively. Fig. 14(a) shows that u/Uref are identical for the three simulations, except near the 
ground, where the model with coarse mesh predicted slightly lower u/Uref. Fig. 14(b) shows a larger 

difference of w/Uref among the models due to very small w/Uref. As discussed in Section 4.1, w/Uref does 

not affect the conclusions since it is much smaller than u/Uref. Fig. 14(c) shows no significant difference 
among the normalized tke profiles at three mesh resolutions. Overall, the normal mesh resolution used 

throughout this study is sufficient, as it produced results similar to the fine mesh model.  
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Fig. 14. Normalized middle-line velocity profiles at canyon 4 comparing the CFD results from three mesh resolutions. (a) Mean 
stream-wise velocity, (b) mean vertical velocity, and (c) turbulence kinetic energy.  
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